
DevOps Adoption and Training

The recipe for broadening Agile
 principles and revolutionizing 
technical workflow is clear.

Transforming IT capability from an 
unpredictable cost center to an 
Agile source of business value is 
about much more than just 
connecting Development to 
Operations. But along the way, 
the lessons of good development 
– agility, iterating, collaborating, 
strong teams – do come full circle 
to combine with proven tools and 
practices from the highest-
performing IT operations teams.

A DevOps practice is built on 
a foundation of culture, tools, 
and structured collaboration. 
Cross-functionality of teams is 

critical, as is ongoing support from 
leaders and managers. Automation 

and high-efficiency tools support 
everything. Above all, the essential 
ingredient is the transformation in 
mentality of your IT teams from a 

focus on individual job roles to one 
of unified team mission. That 

transformation requires trust, new 
tools, and a tangible plan. It

 requires speed, high visibility, and 
an Agile mentality for everyone 

involved in developing, deploying 
and maintaining applications.

Agile Recipe

Devops 
Transformation

Our DevOps training will teach you 
how to how to plan and execute the 
practices, tools, and skills that make 
true continuous operations possible 

in the real world. Rise to today’s IT 
needs with a transformational blend 

of collaboration, automation, 
cultural tools, and real-world 

guidance. With our partnership with 
the nation’s largest Agile 

development trainer, TechTown 
Training, comes a comprehensive 

program to get you started on the 
road to DevOps success. You will 

leave ready to implement 
fully-realized IT success in your own 

organization.

Real-World 
Applications
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Contact Us

DevOps Training Offering

Adoption
 » NEW DevOps Implementation Boot Camp (DOIBC)
 » NEW Agile-Driven DevOps Workshop (DOADW)

Tools and Engineering
 » NEW Docker Containerization Boot Camp (DODCBC)
 » NEW Ansible Configuration Management Boot Camp (ACMBC)
 » NEW Hands-On Agile Engineering (HOAE)

Agile
 » NEW Agile Coaching Workshop (ACW)
 » NEW Agile Boot Camp: Interactive Introduction to Agile Software Development (ABC)

Development Operations
 » DevOps Overview (DOO)
 » DevOps Foundation (DOF)

Red Hat DevOps
 » NEW Configuration Management with Puppet with exam (DO406)
 » NEW Configuration Management with Puppet (DO405)
 » OpenShift Enterprise Administration (DO280)
 » OpenShift Enterprise Development (DO290)
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